**Project Designer**

BGO Architects, an award winning, multi-family Architectural firm seeks a Project Designer to work in our newly designed office space in the Dallas area. You should have exceptional design skills and a portfolio of innovative design solutions. We promote collaboration through structured team work, continued growth in education through frequent opportunities to gain IDP credits. We offer clear communication, and professional creative designs that inspire and meet our client’s needs.

As a Project Designer, you will create and develop overall design concepts, formulate design presentation strategies, and provide creative and process leadership to multiple design teams through all phases of multi-family projects.

**Major Responsibilities:**

- Leading, developing and mentoring the architectural design team to create innovative designs.
- Interaction with “high touch” clients while representing BGO at meetings and presentations.
- Developing programming, consulting, strategic planning, conceptual designs, space planning, presentations, design development, and production.

**Qualifications :**

- 5+ years’ professional experience including proven track record of leading the design of large-scale projects
- Multifamily experience preferred
- High Rise experience in any specialty, strongly preferred
- Advanced degree in Architecture or Design preferred with a rigorous design education
- Experience creating and developing overall design concepts and formulating design presentation strategies with an understanding of trends in large, shell / core architectural design
- Excellent analytical and problem solving skills
- Outstanding graphic presentation skills
- Meticulous with all drawings
- Strong leadership, management and mentoring skills
- Time management skills to honor deadlines and schedules
- Ability to develop collaborative relationships across the firm, with clients, and with other key constituents
- Strong, persuasive communicator with excellent verbal presentation skills and the ability to communicate complex design concepts to clients
- Ability to use 2D/3D software, including AutoCAD, 3D Studio MAX, Sketch up, PhotoShop, In Design and Illustrator , and PowerPoint
• Knowledge of the total project process including fee and team management, schedules and budgets
• License is preferred
• Ability to produce hand sketch conceptual / schematic drawings
• Use of REVIT a plus

Talented teams drive our firm forward through ideas and innovation and sharing of success and accomplishments across the firm, each step of the way. BGO's approach to total compensation and benefits echoes commitment to collaboration and shared success.

No phone calls or recruiters.

We are an equal opportunity employer committed to diversity in the workplace. We promote a drug-free work environment.

Please submit resume and letter of interest to: ekeith@bgoarchitects.com